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Abstract

Context: One central consideration in health professions education (HPE) is to

ensure we are making sound and justifiable decisions based on the assessment

instruments we use on health professionals. To achieve this goal, HPE assessment

researchers have drawn on Kane's argument-based framework to ascertain the valid-

ity of their assessment tools. However, the original four-inference model proposed

by Kane – frequently used in HPE validation research – has its limitations in terms of

what each inference entails and what claims and sources of backing are housed in

each inference. The under-specification in the four-inference model has led to incon-

sistent practices in HPE validation research, posing challenges for (i) researchers who

want to evaluate the validity of different HPE assessment tools and/or

(ii) researchers who are new to test validation and need to establish a coherent

understanding of argument-based validation.

Methods: To address these identified concerns, this article introduces the expanded

seven-inference argument-based validation framework that is established practice in

the field of language testing and assessment (LTA). We explicate (i) why LTA

researchers experienced the need to further specify the original four Kanean infer-

ences; (ii) how LTA validation research defines each of their seven inferences and

(iii) what claims, assumptions and sources of backing are associated with each infer-

ence. Sampling six representative validation studies in HPE, we demonstrate why an

expanded model and a shared disciplinary validation framework can facilitate the

examination of the validity evidence in diverse HPE validation contexts.

Conclusions: We invite HPE validation researchers to experiment with the seven-

inference argument-based framework from LTA to evaluate its usefulness to HPE.

We also call for greater interdisciplinary dialogue between HPE and LTA since both

disciplines share many fundamental concerns about language use, communication

skills, assessment practices and validity in assessment instruments.
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1 | BACKGROUND

A critical part of health professions education (HPE) is making neces-

sary and defensible educational decisions related to students' learning,

progression and readiness for practice. These educational decisions

can directly affect students' learning experiences and outcomes in var-

ious degrees. Consequences of these decisions also impact a range of

HPE stakeholders such as the patients, colleagues and communities

with which health professional students interact.

Education research literature, including HPE literature, has estab-

lished the importance of ensuring and evaluating the quality of such

educational decisions.1,2 More than a century of work on assessment

validation – centring on the process of collecting and interpreting evi-

dence from assessment to argue for the validity of our judgments and

decisions about learners3 – has resulted in an evolution in how we

understand and undertake assessment validation. Moving from focus-

ing on types of validity, the field has increasingly oriented to sources of

evidence to support construct validity as a single type of validity in a

unified framework.1 Most recently, validation literature has also

turned to promote a two-step process: (i) beginning with statements

or arguments of what we want to argue in the inferences we make

from assessment scores, and (ii) then evaluating the defensibility of

these arguments by interpreting relevant types of evidence that can

support or refute each of the arguments.2,3 This argument-based vali-

dation framework has received strong support in medical education

research as it is applicable to both quantitative and qualitative assess-

ment tools, as well as assessment programmes that utilise multiple

assessment data points and forms of assessments.3,4

While there is an intensifying interest in applying Kane's

argument-based validity framework to HPE assessment validation,

there has been little cross-disciplinary conversation in HPE and other

related disciplines in terms of how to conduct Kanean validation stud-

ies.5 Scholars in language testing and assessment (LTA), e.g. have been

drawing on, and expanding, the Kanean framework for nearly two

decades.6 This includes specifying additional inferences not originally

proposed by Kane, and further elucidating possible assumptions and

sources of backing that may strengthen an argument in a specific

context.

The purpose of this Cross-Cutting Edge article is to introduce a

body of work from the discipline of LTA and to suggest how a cross-

disciplinary perspective can help enhance assessment validation in

HPE. Using the expanded Kane's framework in LTA, we – a team of

LTA and HPE researchers – revisit the application of argument-based

validity in selected publications from the HPE literature and identify

areas for improvement. Given the notable lack of interdisciplinary dis-

course on methodologies for expanding Kane's framework, we invite

HPE assessment researchers to experiment with the expanded validity

framework from LTA and evaluate its usefulness to HPE.

2 | ARGUMENT-BASED VALIDATION
IN LTA

LTA is a research field that examines whether language users have the

ability to communicate effectively in everyday, academic or

professional contexts. Since language test scores are routinely used

for high-stakes decisions such as university admission and profes-

sional registrations, many language testing companies spend substan-

tial resources to produce sound, stakeholder-accountable validity

arguments for their test products. As a side-product, researchers

involved in LTA have grappled with integrating research questions

and practical concerns into validation arguments originating from edu-

cational assessment.7 This has prompted further specification of vali-

dation arguments.8–10

With this long history of engagement with Kane's argument-

based validation in the language testing community, researchers have

noted the value of increasing elaboration of Kane's original four-

inference structure. On top of the four inferences in Kane's original

model (scoring or evaluation, generalisation, extrapolation, implica-

tions), current argument-based validation endeavours in LTA tend to

also include a domain description inference before the scoring infer-

ence, an explanation inference between the generalisation and extrap-

olation inferences and a decisions inference and a consequence

inference after the extrapolation inference (see grey boxes in

Figure 1). In what follows, we first describe these ‘new’ inferences as
they are used in LTA, before unpacking what is typically included in

the other four inferences that largely overlap with those proposed by

Kane. For each of these, we explicate the types of assumptions and

typical sources of backing included in each inference, followed by a

holistic presentation of the seven-inference framework and their

associated claims, assumptions and backing in Table 1.

The reasoning behind a separate domain description inference is

that we need to first ascertain if the selection, design and delivery of

the assessment tasks take the relevant target domain, or in LTA par-

lance, target language use (TLU) domain, into account. This inference

was first introduced by Chapelle6 in their work building a validity

F IGURE 1 Inferences in LTA validation argument (inferences in grey).
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argument for the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) test,

an English language proficiency test developed to make university

entry decisions. A key aspect of the domain description inference is to

justify to key stakeholders that the test tasks are likely to elicit skills

test-takers are required to perform in the target domain. For this rea-

son, test tasks should correspond closely to tasks in the target

domain. To achieve this, the development of assessments should usu-

ally start with a careful examination of the domain (e.g. by conducting

a domain or needs analysis) and attempt to mirror, as far as possible,

these tasks in the assessment (see Dai11 and Youn,12 e.g. in LTA).

Similarly, LTA scholars have added an explanation inference to

expand on Kane's framework. Although not stated explicitly, Kane

implicated the importance of explanation when he contended that we

cannot “assign trait interpretations to observable attributes by assum-

ing the existence of an underlying trait or construct that accounts for

the observed regularities in performance”.13 Because of the complex-

ity of measuring intangible, amorphous constructs such as language

abilities, LTA researchers have added the explanation inference to

ensure that the test scores from language tests truly reflect and

explain the underlying construct or trait that is being measured. The

claim of the explanation inference is that expected scores are attribut-

able to the theoretical construct the assessment is designed to mea-

sure. Common sources of evidence to back up the explanation

inference in language test validation include (i) investigating the test-

taking process and relating it to theories of language proficiency;

(ii) examining the relationship between test scores obtained from this

test in question with tests that claim to measure similar constructs

(convergent validity) and different constructs (divergent validity) and

(iii) explorations of the internal structures of sectional test scores in

the test to show that they conform to theory.

LTA researchers have also split the original Kanean implications

inference into two inferences: utilisation (also called decisions) and con-

sequences, each focussing on different issues. The claim underlying

the utilisation or decisions inference is that decisions made based on

the estimates of the quality of the performance collected from test

takers are appropriate and well communicated.14 Backing for this

inference includes statistical analyses and the collection of qualitative

data to establish whether the estimates resulting from the perfor-

mance on the assessment are useful for decision-making, and a review

of the standards set on the assessment to ensure that test stake-

holders are using appropriate and fair cut-scores to classify test takers

into decision-making levels.

The consequences (also sometimes called ramifications) inference

in the LTA literature has the underlying claim that test consequences

are beneficial to test users in the domain. Backing to support this

inference investigates whether test takers who have achieved the

required score have sufficient language proficiency to function in

the relevant domain. A further concern of the consequences inference

is whether the format of the assessment has a positive influence (also

called ‘washback’) on teaching, learning and test preparation. Backing

to support this inference would involve interviews with test stake-

holders or end-users such as employers, teachers, test preparation

providers and test takers.

The inferences described above – namely domain description,

explanation, utilisation or decisions and consequences or

ramifications – are those that have been added by researchers in

the field of LTA in recent years. In the next paragraphs, we present

how LTA researchers interpret the three standard Kanean infer-

ences – scoring or evaluation, generalisation and extrapolation, and

the types of warrants, assumptions and sources of backing that are

typically included in LTA validation research for these three

inferences.

The scoring or evaluation inference claims that test-taker observa-

tions are evaluated using procedures that result in observed scores

with intended characteristics. The focus of this inference is on ensur-

ing that the methods that lead from the performance to the score are

based on current best practices, including evaluating whether the test

item properties are acceptable, and that the test tasks spread

test takers into the desired levels for decision-making. The inference

is also concerned with the internal consistency of rater-mediated

scoring and the appropriateness of the test administration

procedures.

The underlying claim of the generalisation inference is that the

observed scores are estimates of the expected scores over compara-

ble tasks, test forms and raters. Backing for this inference examines

whether parallel versions of the test are equivalent, whether sufficient

tasks, items and scorers are included and whether scoring across test

administrations is consistent.

Finally, the extrapolation inference examines whether the opera-

tionalised construct of the assessment sufficiently accounts for the

quality of the performance in the target domain. This inference is

different from the domain description inference in that it examines

whether an already established assessment sufficiently accounts for

the quality of performances required in the domain. More specifi-

cally, backing for the domain description inference is usually col-

lected prior to test development while backing for the extrapolation

inference occurs when the assessment is operational and hence

allows for the comparison between test performance and real-world

behaviour.15

Table 1 (based on Chapelle6; Dai16; Knoch & Macqueen14) sum-

marises the seven inferences described above as well as the location

of typical assumptions and sources of backing across the various

inferences, as they are usually used in the LTA validation literature.

Importantly, the framework is not fixed but allows researchers to

select or create new assumptions and sources of backing appropriate

to their context and purpose of test use. The match between infer-

ence and assumptions and related backing, however, is relatively sta-

ble in LTA research, which facilitates comparison between and

evaluation of different validation studies. Here, we focus on

assumptions and backings commonly used for large-scale, summative,

high-stakes, standardised assessments. We acknowledge that local,

formative classroom assessments can equally adopt the argument-

based validation framework although their backings will be more qual-

itative and less measurement-centred (see Kane and Wools17 for a

discussion on argument-based validation in classroom assessments

and see Gu,18 e.g. of such validation projects in LTA).

DAI ET AL. 3
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TABLE 1 Key inferences, sample assumptions and sources of backing in LTA validity arguments.

Inference Sample assumptions Possible sources of backing

Domain description
Claim: the selection, design and delivery of the test

tasks take the relevant target domain into account.

Assessment tasks mirror the domain Domain analysis, interviews and

surveys with domain insiders

Assessment tasks sufficiently capture the domain Domain analysis, interviews and

surveys with domain insiders

Evaluation or Scoring
Claim: Test-taker observations are evaluated using

procedures that result in observed scores with

intended characteristics.

Test administration procedures are appropriate Review of test conditions,

interviews with test takers

Statistical characteristics of items are acceptable Statistical analyses, including item

analyses or Rasch analyses

Test tasks are able to spread test takers into

appropriate levels for decision-making

Statistical analyses, including Rasch

analyses

Test tasks provide sufficient opportunity for test-

takers to display their ability

Interviews with stakeholders,

review of test materials, including

response characteristics

Scoring of performances is reliable. Statistical analyses

Generalisation
Claim: The observed scores are estimates of the

expected scores over the relevant parallel versions of

the tasks, test forms and across raters.

The number of tasks, items and scorers included is

sufficient to arrive at a reliable score

G-theory studies

Appropriate equating procedures for test scores

are used

Review of test development

documentation, evaluation of

scaling methods

No construct-irrelevant variance is introduced

owing to administration conditions

Monitoring of statistical results and

administration conditions

No construct-irrelevant variance is introduced

owing to candidate characteristics, such as gender,

first language etc.

DIF studies

Scoring is consistent across test administration Statistical analyses

Explanation
Claim: Expected scores are attributed to the theoretical

construct the assessment is designed to measure.

The knowledge, processes and strategies required

to complete test tasks vary in keeping with

theoretical expectations

Verbal protocols of test takers;

discourse studies

The internal structure of the test scores is

consistent with a theoretical view of the skills

required in the context

Factor analyses

Performances on tasks are related to performances

on other, related tasks

Correlational analyses

Extrapolation

Claim: The operationalised construct of the assessment

sufficiently accounts for the quality of the performance

in the target domain.

Performance on the assessment is related to

performance in the domain

Interviews with domain insiders

Test taker's interaction with the test tasks is similar

to performance in the domain or on similar tasks

deemed good proxies of the domain

Interviews with domain insiders;

discourse analysis of discourse from

test and real-world domain

Decisions or Utilisation
Claim: Decisions made based on the estimates of the

quality of the performance collected from the test

takers are appropriate and well communicated.

The assessment differentiates test takers into

appropriate levels for decision-making

Statistical analyses

Cut-scores are defensible Review of standard-setting

methodology; interviews with test

users

Consequences
Claim: Test consequences are beneficial to test users in

the domain and not harmful to test takers.

Test takers who have passed the assessment have

sufficient ability to function in the domain

Interviews with test takers,

employers

The format of the assessment provides an

appropriate model of communication in the domain

Interviews with test takers

The test scores and/or feedback have a positive

influence on teaching, learning and motivation

Interviews with stakeholders

4 DAI ET AL.
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3 | COMPARING ARGUMENT-BASED
VALIDATION RESEARCH IN HPE AND LTA

Having set out argument-based validation in LTA, we selected six

studies in the HPE literature that drew on the argument-based

approach to validation.3,19–23 We are cognizant of the fact that the

studies chosen are more measurement-driven, summative assess-

ments than functional-driven, formative assessments.17 Our rationale

for this is that we aimed to examine HPE studies that collected both

quantitative and qualitative backings to articulate their validation

arguments. Since formative, classroom-based assessments allow for

mostly qualitative backings,24 we believe the studies chosen in this

paper offer a more comprehensive presentation of the range of back-

ings that can be used to substantiate a validity argument, which is

one of the aims of this methodology demonstration paper. Our sec-

ond consideration in choosing these six studies is that they provide a

wide spectrum of HPE assessment contexts, including laboratory-

based,3 simulation-based19,22 and residence-based23 assessment.

Thirdly, we purposefully chose these six studies as they assessed dif-

ferent constructs, such as procedural skills,3 telehealth communica-

tion skills21 and interprofessional collaborative skills.20 To sum up,

these three considerations shaped our purposive sampling, with a

view to making this methodology display paper more useful and rele-

vant to HPE researchers working with diverse assessment contexts

and constructs.

Table S1 presents our analysis of the six sample studies. We note

that all six HPE studies included all of Kane's original four inferences

(scoring or evaluation, generalisation, extrapolation and implications).

We have, however, observed inconsistency in where various aspects

of validation endeavours are housed in relation to the four inferences

across the selected six studies. To make this clearer, Dai and Knoch,

who have a background in LTA, independently coded each backing in

the six studies based on which inference language assessors would

associate it with, using the seven-inference coding scheme routinely

employed in LTA validation: DOM (Domain description), EVA

(Evaluation or scoring), GEN (Generalisation), EXP (Explanation), EXT

(Extrapolation), DEC (Decisions or Utilisation) and CON

(Consequences). Vu, Lim, Malone and Mak, who have a background in

HPE, reviewed Dai's and Knoch's coding. Differences in coding were

resolved through discussion and all six authors agreed with the final

coding as presented in Table S1. Throughout our interactive coding

and discussions, we observed that the unique composition of our

team, consisting of both HPE and LTA researchers, allowed for greater

reflexivity and more robust interdisciplinary conversations.

Zooming in on Table S1, we can see various examples of inconsis-

tency in these select HPE studies as to where different aspects of vali-

dation endeavours are housed in relation to the inferences. For

example, aspects of inquiry relating to the domain, which LTA

researchers generally locate in the domain description inference, could

be found in generalisation (e.g. in Daniels and Pugh22 who described

drawing on blueprints to ensure sampling from the domain) or in

extrapolation (e.g. in Cook et al3 who described using a needs analysis

to define the domain).

Similarly, questions relating to score generalisation across raters,

parallel forms of an assessment and different assessment conditions

are generally located in the generalisation inference in LTA research.

Such aspects were variously identified in the HPE literature in the

scoring inference (e.g. Fraser et al20), generalisation inference (various

studies) or implications inference.3,20 The scoring or evaluation infer-

ence in the HPE literature focussed on the types of aspects listed in

Table 1 but also encompassed the equivalence of test forms (Cook

et al3) and G-theory studies (Fraser et al20), which in the LTA literature

fall under the generalisation inference.

Investigations that LTA researchers would group into the explana-

tion inference, such as examinations of the internal structure of an

assessment (e.g. by drawing on structural equation modelling, confir-

matory factor analysis, MTMM), were found to be variously located in

the extrapolation inference (e.g. in Cook et al3; Hess et al21) or the

generalisation inference (e.g. Fraser et al20).

Considerations around setting and reviewing the appropriateness

of pass-fail standards are generally placed into the decision inference

in LTA. In the HPE literature, we reviewed, we found these mentioned

in the scoring or evaluation inference3,23 or the implications infer-

ence.20–22

In view of these inconsistencies, we reorganised the backings in

each study by presenting them using the LTA seven-inference struc-

ture in Table S2. We can see in Table S2 that the expanded Kanean

framework allows for easier comparison and evaluation between stud-

ies in terms of the inferences investigated, the sources of backing

gathered and whether any inference needs more substantiation.

More specially, we argue the seven-inference framework in LTA

can contribute to HPE assessment by further improving the rigour,

justifiability and positive washback of HPE assessments. The need to

establish evidence for the additional domain description inference

encourages and reinforces the well-recognised practice in HPE of cre-

ating an assessment blueprint and defining the scope of assessment

through, e.g. interviews with expert content leads and practitioners.

The explanation inference necessitates more intentional use of

evidence-informed conceptualisation of the assessed competencies

(e.g. clinical communication skills, empathy, etc.) to ascertain that the

task requirement and the assessment criteria in the marking rubric

reflect how the competencies are theoretically validated in the litera-

ture. Finally, splitting the original Kanean implications inference into

utilisation or decisions and consequences inferences provides a more

guided structure, encouraging HPE assessors to methodically consider

concurrently (i) how the evaluation of the student performance is

used and (ii) what effects their assessment generates. HPE has long

regarded it crucial to make necessary and defensible assessment deci-

sions related to students' learning, progression and readiness for prac-

tice.3,25 Defining a specific utilisation or decision inference can allow

HPE to formalise this central consideration in their assessment valida-

tion practice. Similarly, the consensus framework for good assess-

ments in HPE26 contends that good assessment needs to have a

catalytic effect that “motivates all stakeholders to create, enhance,

and support education” and “drives future learning forward and

improves overall program quality”. By having a specific consequences

DAI ET AL. 5
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inference, HPE researchers can now more explicitly and proactively

evaluate if their assessment has resulted in a positive washback on

students and stakeholders.

Having explicated the advantages of a seven-inference structure

and its potential contributions to HPE validation, we emphasise that

the current seven-inference structure is not without its limitations.

LTA researchers have raised, e.g. how the current Kanean argument

framework does not account for test practicality.16,27 An impractical

test that is difficult or resource-intensive to deliver, no matter how

valid it is, is unlikely to gain traction in the real world. Another related

consideration is stakeholder assessment literacy. We can gather suffi-

cient backings to support the validity argument of an instrument but if

no effort is put into developing end-users' appreciation of the value or

benefit of this instrument, the instrument again is not likely going to

be taken up. Dai16 offers a further discussion on these considerations,

taking into account the practical, logistic and commercial dimensions

of assessment. Future research in HPE and LTA validation can explore,

potentially collaboratively, opportunities in refining the argument-

based validation framework to account for these issues.

4 | CONCLUSION

As Kane argues in his 2013 paper, the purpose of an argument-based

approach to validation is to “provide a framework for the evaluation

of the claims based on the test scores”.13 It is, therefore, crucial that

HPE establishes a shared disciplinary framework to approach valida-

tion, especially when test-score claims from HPE assessments are

often used for high-stakes decisions such as health professional regis-

tration and practice. To promote this undertaking, this Cross-Cutting

Edge paper introduced the expanded seven-inference Kanean valida-

tion framework that has been tried and tested over decades in the

field of LTA validation. We presented the conceptual development

behind the expansion of the original four-inference structure to its

current seven-inference framework in LTA, explicating how each of

the seven inferences is defined along with their related claims and

sources of backing. We argue that an expansion of the number of

inferences typically used in HPE validation arguments and a more

standard approach to the location of various aspects of validation may

help scholars and practitioners in HPE to create clearer, and more

tightly specified validation arguments. This may help newcomers to

the discipline gain clarity about the types of questions they would

pose about their own assessment and score use contexts. A clearer,

more tightly specified structure of validation research will also make it

easier for outsiders to evaluate the robustness of validation activities.

We conclude this paper with a call for greater cross-disciplinary dia-

logue and collaboration between HPE and LTA, as both disciplines

share central concerns in effective communication and justifiable

test use.
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